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SUMMARY

A sensitive total field magnetic survey of the 13 claims 
held by Brightwest Resource Explorations Inc. in Stock 
Township near Timmins, Ontario, reveals the presence of a 
mixture of rock types to underlie this area previously 
thought to be only sediments. From the magnetic strengths 
of associated rocks types in the area, it appears that the 
property is underlain by mafic and/or altered ultramafic 
rocks, intercalated with sediments along a transition zone 
and cut by a north-trending diabase dike.
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Introduction

From February 8 to February 29, 1988, W. O. Karvinen S 
Associates Ltd. carried out a detailed magnetometer survey 
of 13 claims in Stock Township, Ontario for Brightwest 
Resource Explorations Inc. (Fig. I.). The purpose of the 
survey was to obtain an accurate magnetic map of the 
claims for the purpose of geological interpretation.

Claim Descriptions

The property comprises 13 unpatented claims in four 
separate groups; they are numbered as follows: P905850, 
P915444, P915445, P915446, P924034, P924035, P924036, 
P924037, P924038, P997451, P997452, P997453,and P997454. 
(see Fig. 2 ).

Location and Access

The property is located in the west part of Stock Township 
about 30 kilometers east of Timmins. The claims are 
readily accessible by an east-west concession road which 
leads westward from highway 557 (Fig. 3). This concession 
road is passable to the North Driftwood River, beyond 
which it can only be described as a bush road. The cut 
line along the Stock-German Township line provides access 
to the southwestern part of the property.

Previous Exploration Work

The earliest record of work was a ground magnetic survey 
over an area in southwestern Stock Township by Broulan 
Porcupine Mines Ltd. in 1945. Results indicated the area 
to have a low magnetic relief.

In 1983, Cominco Ltd. conducted widely-spaced reverse 
circulation overburden drilling in the vicinity of the 
property. This work indicated the bedrock to consist of 
mafic and ultramafic volcanics intercalated with sediments 
under overburden thicknesses of 70 to over 200 feet. In 
1985, the same company carried out a ground magnetic 
survey of a portion of the present claim group. The 
results showed no significant variations in magnetic 
expression.
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The area of the property was covered by an Ontario 
Geological Survey airborne EM and magnetic survey in 1983. 
No electromagnetic anomalies were detected on the present 
Brightwest ground.

Present Survey Method

Total field magnetic readings using a proton magnetometer 
(GEM-8) were taken at 100 ft. intervals along picketed 
cross lines spaced at 400 ft. intervals (see map). Since 
the GEM-8 is sensitive to l gamma, frequent repeat 
measurements were made to allow for accurate corrections 
of diurnal variations. The results of total field 
readings in gammas plotted on the accompanying map are 
considered to be accurate to plus or minus 10 gammas.

Details of the GEM-8 unit are described in Appendix "A". 

Interpretation of Results

The northerly-trending magnetic anomaly along line 16E on 
the southwest grid and continuing between lines 12W and 
16W on the northwest grid is most likely caused by a 
diabase dike. This coincides with a dike interpreted from 
airborne data on the Ontario Geological Survey map No. 
2205.

Another obvious feature is the lower magnetic expression 
of the rocks away from the dike in the southwest grid 
compared to the other grids to the north. The difference 
is about 40 to 60 gammas. The higher magnetic rocks in 
the northern parts of the north grids are similar to that 
of the diabase dike and therefore it is quite likely that 
those areas with magnetic readings greater than 58230 
gammas are underlain by mafic and/or altered ultramafic 
volcanics. The remaining areas are probably underlain by 
sediments.

The volcanics and sediments appear to trend slightly north 
of east as defined by the elongation of the anomalies. 
The contact between the volcanics to the north and 
sediments to the south is interpreted to be a line from 7S 
on 24W of the northwest grid to 8N 12E on the northeast 
grid.



Intercalations of sediments and volcanics probably occur 
along the contact zone; this is reflected by some high 
elongated anomalies to the south such as the one in the 
southwest corner of the north-central grid.

Discussion

These results compare with the fragmentary information 
available regarding the nature of the bedrock in this area 
of regionally low magnetics and extensive overburden 
cover. As more work is being done in the so-called 
sediments bounded by the Pipestone and Porcupine-Destor 
fault zones, it is becoming evident that these rocks 
consist of a variety of lithologies. For example the sonic 
drill sample of bedrock immediately northeast of the 
Brightwest property was a komatiitic volcanic which may be 
equivalent to the higher magnetics on the northern parts 
of the grids. Also similar rocks have been found to the 
south of the property.

Conclusions

The detailed total field magnetic survey of the Brightwest 
property has shown that the bedrock underlying the 
extensive overburden consists most likely of mafic and/or 
altered ultramafic volcanics and sediments cut by a north- 
trending diabase dike. The property covers the east-west 
trending transition zone between these lithologies where 
one rock type interfingers with the other.

William O. Karvinen, Ph.D. March 20, 1988
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1.1 IimWOOCTlOM

The CSM-I It a portable on* gamma* proton precession magneto- 
**t*r designed priKarlly for hand held and base i tat ion operati 
ons. but adaptable for other Earth's magnetic field measurements 
like airborne/marine surveys, pipeline and cable detection and 
tracking. treasure hunting and ground vehicle-borne surveys. It 
measures a total (scalar) value of ambient Magnetic field dis 
playing it in gammas (nanoteslas) on a five digit l cm high 
liquid crystal display (LCD) , within only 1.65 sec. from the start 
of the measurement Initiated by a pushbutton.

As the direction of Magnetic field vector is disregarded, no 
leveling of a sensor is needed and fast surveys are possible.

Automatic cycling feature, pushbutton controlled enables 
direct application in base station and vehicle born* surveys on 
land and water. As cycling speeds faster than one reading per sec. 
are available optionally, airborne surveys are feasible too.

In hand held operation the sensor is either staff mounted or 
carried in a back pack for hands free operation. For back pack 
operation nonmagnetic batteries are recommended.

The standard complete consists ofi

Console with NiCd batteries
Sensor with cable
Staff, collapsible, or sectional
Shoulder harness,, 'belt harness
Charger, input 110/220V 50/60HS, output 75mA constant current l Manual . v 

l Carrying case

There are many options available, including custom modificati ons. For full detaila cosult GEM Systems. Major options arei**

Analog output 0-99 or 0-999 gammas 
Nonmagnetic rechargeable or disposable batteries 
Shorter or longer cycling period, from 0.9 sec. to 24 hr 
External battery package for full day of operating in

Back-pack for freer movement of an operator during sur veys.

 One gamma is lO^Causs or 10~ 9Tesla
Standard features are listed in Chapter 2. Specifications



2. SPECIFICATIONS

RESOLUTION!

MCURACYi

RANGEi

GRADIENT TOLERANCE 
OPERATING M3DESI

OUTPUT!

EXTERNAL TRIOCUt:

POWER

FONER SOURCE!

BATTERY CHARGER! 

OPERATING IWERAWREl 

DIMENSIONS:

, o. 5 gamma optional 

tl gam* over operating range 

20,000-100,000 garnna in 23 overlapping steps 

Up to 5000 gmna/betr*

HMUU. PUSHBUTTON, new reading every 1.85 see., display active between readings

CSCLCNS, pushbutton initiated, 1.8S sec. period 

EEUTEST, pushbutton controlled, 7 sec. period

VISUU.I S digit l cm (0.4") high Liquid Crystal Display, visible in any antxient light

DIGITAL! Multiplied precession frequency and 
gating pulse

MWjOGi Optional 0-99 or 0-999 gonna

Permits externally triggered operation with pe riods longer than l.BS sec. (optional minJUnum period 0.9 sec.)

12V 0.7A peak, SnA standby

12V 0.7SAh NiCd rechargeable battery 3,000 readings per full charge

EXTEFNVLl 12-18V

Input! 110/220V 50/60HZJ output! 14V 75nA DC 
-35 to +55C

CXUSCtf! ISxSxlScm (6x3loc6") 

14x7om dia (Sffx3' dia)

SBFFt 17Scra (70") extended, 53cm (21") col lapsed, or 4 45cm (18") sections

2.7kg (6 Ib) per standard complete with batte ries



3.1

Major part* of the magnetometer are shown In fig. 3.1

(1) SENSOR, optimised for high sensitivity and gradient tolerance

(2) muN3 PLUS, to fill the sensor with proton rich liquid (kerosene or siavllar)

(3) CMttJE OCMJBCTOR 

U) CABLE

(5) ORHNIATKN LINE

(6) SOFT

(7) SBUUER SlflAP '

(8) SQBCR CMUE CmSElCM*K*T SWITCH

(9) RANGE SWITCH

(10) DISPIAJT WINDOW

ill) WSHBOTTON, to Initiate a desired node of operation

ortp* and external trigger,

3.2 SPMJP AU) OPDUWINO PRXHUPES

GEM-8 is shipped with fully charged internal batteries, readv for-'
n* Range switch should now be switched to position closest to th. i~-.i t^. i MgneaTfield intensity as shown in fig. lT c"***t to the local total
Operation of the G9J-8 i* internally 80111011*1 and incorrect readlna* M, M *rt 
external interference, excessive gradient or InternaYbreakA^farl i 
too decimal points appearing after third and fourth oUoitofthi SfL 
marked by decW points should be disr^^nW^ ?U91t Of ^ *** 
For best results the Range switcn should always be set to the1 —
lliere are three modes of operation of GSM-Bi



a) Short depressing of the pushbutton will initiate a SINGLE READING. Initiation i* marked by a colon after second digit of the display. The colon .tay. lighted only during polarisation interval. The value of neasured magnetic field appear, on the display in gammas after about 1.85 .ec. and .tay. displayed until the next reading is taken or the instrument switched off. Incorrect reading* are marke' by decimal points, which stay displayed with the reading.
b) In SELF-TEST MODE the pushbutton is pressed permanently. This mode consists of one normal reading of magnetic field, display test f (displaying 88868) and battery test. Battery voltage is shown in m although accurate only about 5*. This cycle is being repeated as j long as the pushbutton is depressed.
c) In CYCLING MODE the pushbutton is depressed during polarizing inter- until a new reading appears on the display and then released. Afte display and battery tests, the instrument, will start cycling auto- Mtically at the rate of one reading in about 1.85 sec. A short depression of the pushbutton at any time will stop cycling (after completing the cycle under way).Cycling node is very convenient for base station and vehicle borne operations or for a quick check-up of instruments consistency. However, as it result* in a large number of readings and relatively fast draining of the batteries, the cycling mode can optionally be disabled to prevent accidental initiations in a field.
Before starting a survey the batteries and the display should be checke Battery voltage for fully charged batteries must be above 12,500 on the display. No survey should be started with battery voltage being below 11,000 nV as shown on the display.

J. J EXTERNAL BATTERIES

While internal batteries satisfy any requirements for normal hand held (portable) operation even in cold weather, use of external batteries maj be necessary for base station or vehicle borne operation where automatic cycling is needed. Tor this purpose any 12V car battery will be satis factory, although lightweight external battery packages with sufficient capacity for 6-8hr of cycling operation may be ordered from the manufac urer.
leads of the car battery can be connected directly to pins D (positive) and E (negative) of the Charger/Interface connector at the side of the console. Use of higher voltage batteries (up to 18V) requires that in ternal Nicd batteries be disconnected by opening an internal two pin connector. Alternatively the batteries can be removed from the console by removing the instrument out of the case and then removing two screws at the range switch side of the larger PC board, pivoting the board for 90 degrees and undoing four screws holding the battery pack. Use of batteries of more than I8v may damage the Instrument. External battery packs for disposable C or D size batteries, special Alcaline or Mercury flat pack batteries are available from manufacturer



j. tKanaoKx AH) REPAIR

GSM-8 is generaly maintenance fra* except for occasional cleaning and visual inspecUcr^f nchanloal conditions of tha cable, sensor and display window. Due to possibilities of gathering magnetic dust, the sensor, cable and staff should be periodioaly washed with soap or detergent and water. Beyond that a normal 'cannon sense care' should ensure lasting use in rough field conditions.

When not used for longer periods tha instrument should be returned to the car 
rying case, with sensor disconnected from the console.

Batteries should be kept charged when storing the instrument. As NIOd batte ries haw a nmory , cycles of partial charging and discharging nay result in 
reduced capacity, this can be cured by few cycles of full discharging and 
charging. Relatively fart discharge can be achieved by setting the instrument 
into cycling. Normal charging will tak* 14-16hr, while fast charging using 
special charger (available fron the manufacturer) can be completed within 3-4hr Spare Died batteries are readily available from the manufacturer.

Sensor cable night ocoaslonaly get damaged or broken in heavy use. Mien repai 
ring be careful to oomnct centre wire to positive terminal of tha sensor 
and pin A of input connector. All other wires and a shield are connected to 
negative terminal of the sensor and pin B of input connector. Pins C and D of the input connector must be shorted) tha short acts as the wain switch.

Ose of improper external battery or short circuit in the sensor-cable asaaifcly may blow a fuse (instrument appears completely dead). Spare fuses are found on the smaller of tha two boards, the fuse must be soldered in, but it is highly reocmnended that tha cause of malfunction ba previously determined and removed. If sensor short, is suspected, an ohm-meter can be used to measure a resistance between pins A and B of the input connector. It mist be within 
15-20 Chn.

S.

*

Hhe G94-8 is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a pe riod of IS months from the date of shipping.

Any detects resulting fra noraal use in this warranty period will be repaired free of charge by OW Systens or its authorized representative*.

Instruments will be accepted for repair only if shipped prepaid, and will be returned to the customer C.O.D.

 mis warranty does not cover danage due to misuse or accident and will be void if the instrument is opened or tendered with by any person not authoriied by
nm Cir*t-*M*OEM Systems.



CERTIFICATE

l, William Oliver Karvinen of 32 Lakeland Point Drive, 
Kingston, Ont., Geologist and President of W. O. Karvinen 
St Associates Ltd., do hereby certify that:

the information contained in this report is based on 
personal observations and public reports deemed to be 
reliable;

I do not hold any interest in the property 
shares or securities of Brightwest Resource 
Inc. ;

nor in the 
Explorations

I hold a Doctorate of Philosophy and an Honours B. Se. in 
Geology from Queen's University {1974 and 1968) and a 
Master of Science in geology from the University of 
British Columbia (1970);

I am a fellow of the Geological Association of Canada;

I have been actively employed in my profession for 20 
years and in private practice as a consultant and 
explorationist since 1978.

Kingston, Ontario 
March 20, 1988

William O. Karvinen
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